TEMS™
for Connected Car

Connectivity is
Enabling Automotive
Transformation

Connected Vehicle
Connectivity Challenges
Wireless connectivity is not perfect – there are gaps
and performance variability which can create business

Connectivity is not new to the automotive industry.

or mission critical issues and consequences. Poor

The ability to call and send data has been around for

connectivity leads to bad quality of experience,

a while – initially introduced for emergency assistance

dissatisfied customers, impacted revenues and

and evolving to provide telematics services. Now,

potentially damage to the vehicle manufacturer brand.

automotive digital transformation, consumer applications

Prompt identification and visibility into connectivity

and the promises of 5G are triggering a huge growth in

issues is key to the operational success of connected

connected car applications and use cases.

vehicles. It’s valuable to both application providers and

Connectivity delivers value to multiple audiences –

application users – leading to faster resolution times,

enabling applications that provide opportunities for

reduced cost of resolution, and improved customer

monetization, cost reduction, safety enhancement,

satisfaction and application performance/reliability.

performance improvement, new business models,

As ADAS and Autonomous Vehicles are deployed,

automation and remote control, and more…

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

they will depend on cloud connectivity for safety-

Digital life experience in cars

impacting decisions. Latency of 10ms or less will

OTA updates – new service delivery

become “mission critical” and connectivity monitoring

Telemetry – predictive maintenance

will become essential.

Remote visibility - Warranty cost reduction

Predictive connectivity will enable vehicles to know

ADAS – Vehicle to vehicle information sharing

if connectivity on the road ahead can be trusted or

Autonomous and remote-controlled driving

if or they should rely only on internal systems and if

Safety – e-call, Onstar

necessary ask the driver to take over control.

MACROCATEGORIES OF DATA AND CAR-RELATED USE CASE EXAMPLES
Car-related use case examples
Macrocategory

2020 - 25

External road and environmental
conditions (e.g., ice warning on
the road from ESP, fog from
camera/sensors’ feed)

▪

Technical status of the vehicle
(e.g., oil temperature, airbag
deployment, technical malfunctions
report)

▪
▪

Car repair diagnostics
Automatic emergency
call (e-call)

▪

Predictive, remote service
booking

Vehicle usage (e.g., speed,
location, average load weight in
the trunk)

▪
▪

PAYD insurance
Toll/road tax payment

▪
▪

Reduced engineering
costs
Trunk delivery

Personal data and preferences
(e.g., driver/passengers’ identity,
preferred radio station, use patterns
of applications)

▪

Vehicle settings
“memory” based on
key presence at entry

▪
▪

E-commerce in the car
Targeted advertisements

Direct communications from the
vehicle (e.g., calendar, telephone,
SMS, e-mail)

▪

Speech control of
messaging and e-mail

▪

Proactive navigation and
services
Virtual assistant/
concierge services

Source: McKinsey
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Today
Real-time maps

▪
▪

▪

Preventive safety car
adaptation
Live road conditions
reports

Connectivity is impacted by many factors...

Performance varies with scale, location and time.

Introducing TEMS™ for
Connected Car

TEMS for Connected Car leverages 25+ years of
experience with testing and monitoring for mobile
network operators – focused on the specific
diagnostic and data collection needs of

TEMS™ for Connected Car has been designed to

automotive applications.

provide automotive OEM’s with the visibility and
data they need to understand wireless connectivity
performance across a deployed vehicle population.
TEMS for Connected Car provides vehicle OEMs
an opportunity to improve customer satisfaction
and reduce warranty and recall costs through
identification and diagnosis of connectivity-related
issues. The performance data collected can also
be leveraged to improve connectivity provider
service levels (SLA monitoring) and for predictive

The goal is to improve connected
mobility application quality of
service – and in doing so to
improve customer satisfaction,
reduce business application
interruption and lower telematic
related warranty costs.

connectivity (enabling applications to “know in
advance” about connectivity ahead).
TEMS FOR CONNECTED CAR – CONNECTIVITY VISIBILITY
Home Country Roaming

Network

OBD Dongle

Vehicle TCU

Capture and extract
detailed information

Visualize
Analyze

Report

TEMS Core Competencies Applied to Connected Vehicles
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Solution Overview

In-vehicle device based (TCU) connectivity monitoring:

• Visibility into coverage and data performance issues

Testing, monitoring and some data analysis is

• Catch connectivity issues early and speed up issue

remotely controlled and performed by a software

resolution and root cause identification

client on the in-vehicle wireless modem.

• Manage connectivity service provider service levels
with end user and application perspective data

Results data is uploaded to the cloud and can be

• Improve “connected mobile application” performance

used for monitoring and alerting as well as feeding

and reliability through predictive connectivity

a data lake for more comprehensive ongoing

• Support of 2G, 3G, 4G and 5G radio access

analytics (AI, ML) and diagnostics.

technologies now – expanding to ADAS enabling
V-V connectivity in the future

TEMS FOR CONNECTED CAR

NETWORK OPERATOR
Performance visibility
Coverage
 Optimisation/ Planning
 Appplication QoS
 Troubleshooting



CAR DATA
TELEMETRY
Location
Sensor data
 Component
 Health

API

INFOVISTA
Detailed radio parameters
On-board diagnostic
radio analysis
 Event testing
 Active testing
regression testing









In-Car services (OEMs/TCU vendors)
Network-aware functions (e.g. catching)

Infovista
Platform

In-Car services
(OEMs/TCU vendors)

AUTOMOTIVE OEM’S
Pre-launch TCU testing
Connectivity monitoring
 Wireless SLA Validation
 Coverage
 Warranty cost reduction
 Remote testing



FLEET APPLICATIONS



Coverage
Performance

CONNECTED CAR SOLUTION

Who Benefits
Connectivity monitoring is beneficial to anyone
involved with delivering connected mobility
applications – either natively installed in a vehicle
or as an add-on solution to deliver business or
consumer functionality. Visibility is particularly
important where the impact or consequences of
poor application performance are high.
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Automotive OEM’s
Transportation
Tele-operated driving
Autonomous vehicles
Mines
Ports
Public safety

For more information,
please visit http://www.infovista.com

About Infovista

Infovista, the leader in modern network performance, provides complete visibility and unprecedented control
to deliver brilliant experiences and maximum value with your network and applications. At the core of our
approach are data and analytics, to give you real-time insights and make critical business decisions. Infovista
offers a comprehensive line of solutions from radio network to enterprise to device throughout the lifecycle
of your network. No other provider has this completeness of vision. Network operators worldwide depend on
Infovista to deliver on the potential of their networks and applications to exceed user expectations every day.
Know your network with Infovista.
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